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S1 An In Silico Model of Intracellular HBV Infection

Dynamics

Here, we provide a full description of all the steps of the model, as shown in Figure S13,9

with their equations:10

Step 1—Viral entry and cccDNA production: After entering into a susceptible host11

cell (via a hepatic bile acid transporter receptor, the sodium taurocholate cotransporting12

polypeptide (NTCP) [1]), the virion (rcNC) releases its cargo with rate α into the nucleus13

[2]. Inside the virion, the genome is stored as relaxed circular DNA (rcDNA). In the nucleus,14

rcDNA converts into a covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA) via cellular enzymes that15

are normally involved in base excision repair (BER) of DNA damage [3, 4], essentially recog-16

nising the rcDNA as “damaged” DNA inside the cell nucleus. Since the enzymes acting as17

catalysts in this reaction are readily available in the cell and are therefore not rate limiting,18

we model this as a conversion with rate a. This reaction is a coarse-grained model for the19

following biological step: An endonuclease, such as XPG, cleaves the viral DNA strands close20

to their 5′ ends to remove both the polymerase (P) protein and the capped RNA. Addition-21

ally, one or both of the short terminal redundancies (r), which are around nine nucleotides22

and are located at the 3′ and 5′ ends of the minus strand, are removed. Then, a cellular23

DNA polymerase, such as DNA polymerase κ, and either ligase I or ligase III attach and24

join the 5′ and 3′ ends of the two DNA strands. Natural degradation of cccDNA and rcDNA25

is modelled at rate µ [5]. The reactions used to model step 1 are therefore:26

rcNC
α−→ rcDNA, rcDNA

a−→ cccDNA,

rcNC
µR−→ 0, cccDNA

µ−→ 0, rcDNA
µ−→ 0.

Step 2—Epigenetics of cccDNA: An important factor in liver disease caused by HBV27

infections is the cccDNA. This molecule is organised into mini-chromosomes with host cell28

histones and potentially other host and viral proteins [6, 7]. Therefore, transcription from29

cccDNA is subject to epigenetic regulation, with numerous options for dynamic epigenetic30

control of cccDNA transcriptional activity [8, 9, 10]. In the absence of the X protein (HBx),31

which gets produced by the cccDNA over the course of the infection, cccDNA appears to be32

rapidly silenced [11]. The X protein promotes the de-silencing of cccDNA, and blocks the33

silencing of cccDNA [12]. Therefore, this process can be modelled akin to gene expression34

models, where a gene is activated and deactivated [13]. For this, we set λoff and λon to35

be the silencing and de-silencing rates, respectively. As increasing the amount of the X36

protein reduces the silencing rate and increases the de-silencing rate of cccDNA, we assume37

that cccDNA becomes silenced and de-silenced at rates λoff/(1 + sX) and λon(1 + sX),38

respectively, using the constant s to indicate the efficiency of this process:39
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cccDNA

λoff

1 + sX−�=======�−
λon(1+sX)

silenced cccDNA.

X indicates the amount of HBx protein in this model.40

Step 3—Transcription of cccDNA: At this stage, the cccDNA is used by the host RNA41

polymerase II (RNA Pol) as a template to transcribe all viral RNAs. This includes the42

pgRNA (also called the C mRNA [14]) for both the core (C) and polymerase (P) proteins;43

X mRNA for the X protein; LS mRNA for the L surface protein; S mRNA for the M and44

S surface proteins; and PreC mRNA for the precore protein. The production of specific45

mRNAs happens via binding of RNA Pol II to cccDNA. The production of HBV RNAs46

is modelled as follows, where RNA Pol II and the cccDNA bind together and produce all47

mRNAs. We assume that there are three different binding rates (b1, b2, b3). Thus, we have:48

cccDNA + RNA Pol
b1−→ cccDNA:Pol1,

cccDNA + RNA Pol
nLdb1−−−→ cccDNA:Pol2,

cccDNA + RNA Pol
nLdb1−−−→ cccDNA:Pol3,

cccDNA + RNA Pol
b2−→ cccDNA:Pol4,

cccDNA + RNA Pol
b3−→ cccDNA:Pol5,

cccDNA:Pol1
c1−→ pgRNA + RNA Pol + cccDNA,

cccDNA:Pol2
c2−→ LS mRNA + RNA Pol + cccDNA,

cccDNA:Pol3
c3−→ S mRNA + RNA Pol + cccDNA,

cccDNA:Pol4
c4−→ X mRNA + RNA Pol + cccDNA,

cccDNA:Pol5
c5−→ PreC mRNA + RNA Pol + cccDNA.

(S1)

Since the level of surface protein is higher than the HBV DNA level, we assume the49

binding rates that lead to the production of the LS and S mRNAs to be nLd times larger [5],50

and b1 = b2 = b3 = b. The parameters c1, c2, ...c5 are elongation rates.51

Step 4—Viral protein synthesis: All viral mRNAs have to be exported from the nucleus52

to the cytoplasm in order to be translated [2]. Once a free ribosome successfully binds to53

mRNA at rate d, a protein is produced and the ribosome releases the mRNA [15]. The54

pgRNA is bicistronic and produces the C and P proteins. Thus, when the ribosome binds55

to pgRNA, it can produce either the C or P protein. This has been modelled as follows:56

Rib + pgRNA
d−→ pg:Rib1,

pg:Rib1
e1−→ P + Rib + pgRNA,

Rib + pgRNA
ncd−−→ pg:Rib2,

pg:Rib2
e2−→ C + Rib + pgRNA,

(S2)

where e1 and e2 are translation rates. As production of a virion needs more C proteins than57

polymerase, we assume that the pg:Rib2 complex is produced at an nc-fold higher rate than58

pg:Rib1.59
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A similar argument applies to the other mRNAs. Hence, we have the following equations:

Rib + LS mRNA
nLmd−−−→ LS:Rib,

LS:Rib
e3−→ L + Rib + LS mRNA,

Rib + S mRNA
nLmd−−−→ S:Rib1,

S:Rib1
e4−→ M + Rib + S mRNA,

Rib + S mRNA
nsnLmd−−−−→ S:Rib2,

S:Rib2
e5−→ S + Rib + S mRNA,

Rib + X mRNA
d−→ X:Rib,

X:Rib
e6−→ X + Rib + X mRNA,

Rib + PreC mRNA
d−→ PreC:Rib,

PreC:Rib
e7−→ PreC + Rib + PreC mRNA,

where e3, e4, ..., e7 are translation rates. We assume the binding rates that lead to the pro-60

duction of surface proteins to be nLm times larger [5]. Similarly to pgRNA, S mRNA is61

also bicistronic, and we assume the S:Rib2 complex to be produced at an ns-fold higher rate62

because S protein is the most common protein in the viral envelopes and is known to result63

in production of multiple non-viral particles [16].64

Note, in the protein production reactions, that these proteins are produced as monomers.65

Subsequently, they bind to form dimers, which act as building blocks. However, for simplicity,66

we assume in this model that these proteins are already in dimeric form, as removing this67

step does not affect model behaviour.68

The following equations describe the degradation of mRNAs and proteins:

pgRNA
dm−→ 0, LS mRNA

dl−→ 0, S mRNA
ds−→ 0, X mRNA

dx−→ 0,

PreC mRNA
dp−→ 0, P

δp−→ 0, C
δc−→ 0, L

δl−→ 0, M
δm−→ 0, S

δs−→ 0,

X
δx−→ 0, PreC

δpc−→ 0.

These degradation rates have been computed based on the half-lives of these mRNAs69

and proteins.70

Step 5—Capsid assembly initiation: Assembly of HBV depends on the formation of a71

ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex formed from P and pgRNA [2, 17]. A short structured72

RNA signal located at the 5′ end of the pgRNA, called ε, was identified as the RNA packaging73

signal mediating the packaging of pgRNA into the nucleocapsid (NC) [18, 19]. ε was later74

found to be recognised specifically by the P protein, not C, and P and pgRNA packaging75

are mutually dependent [20, 21]. The formation of this RNP complex depends on cellular76

factors, which include the heat shock protein 90 (Hsp90), and also require ATP hydrolysis77

and the function of p23, an identified chaperone partner for Hsp90 [3, 17]. p23 can bind to78

the polymerase independently of Hsp90. The binding of Hsp90 and p23 to the polymerase is79

not sufficient to enable the polymerase to bind ε , but the Hsp90–p23 interaction is critical80

for the formation of the viral RNP complex (binding of P to the pgRNA) [17]. Since Hsp9081

and p23 are cellular proteins, whose production is independent of the virus, we assume that82

they are available in sufficient quantities and are therefore not rate limiting. Thus, in the83

mathematical model, we only represent the binding of pgRNA and P with rate g, with the84

impact of these different proteins contained implicitly in the rate:85

pgRNA + P
g−→ RNP.

Step 6a—Capsid assembly: The RNP complex is ready to be encapsidated. There are86

three PSs (denoted as PS1, PS2, and PS3) in the pgRNA with affinity for the capsomer (a CP87

dimer) [22]. Comparing the assembly of HBV in the absence and presence of multiple copies88

of these PSs suggests that they are important for efficient capsid assembly [22]. We therefore89

assume that all three PSs interact with CP. In particular, denoting the RNP complex by90

R, and indicating by Cj, j = 1, 2, 3 that PSj is bound to C, we have 12 reactions between91

complexes in which different combinations of these PSs are bound to C (Figure S1). Black92

arrows represent the binding/unbinding of C to/from the R.93
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Figure S1: All the possible reactions of the RNP complex (R) with C proteins.

Once the complex RC1C2C3 is formed, more Cs are recruited to build the full capsid94

according to the following reactions:95

RC1C2C3 + C
κ−→ R:4C,

R:jC + C
κ−→ R:(j+1)C, j = 4, . . . , 118,

R:119C + C
κ−→ pgNC,

where κ is an average binding rate of C to the growing capsid shell, and pgNC denotes a96

fully formed capsid containing pgRNA, called the immature nucleocapsid.97

Step 6b—Empty capsid assembly: It has been discovered recently that infected cells also98

produce empty virions, i.e., empty viral capsids enclosed by surface proteins [14]. Creation99

of an empty virion is made of two steps: first, the nucleation step where C proteins bind100

together at a slower rate [23, 24]. We model this step as follows:101

C + jC
κn−→ (j+1)C, j = 1, . . . , (nuc− 1),

where nuc is the number of core proteins that are needed for creating the nucleation complex102

and kn is the forward rate for the nucleation reactions.103

The second step is the elongation step where the remaining C proteins assemble at the104

faster rate κ2 to form an empty nucleocapsid (emNC):105

C + jC
κ−→ (j+1)C, j = nuc, . . . , 118,

119C + C
κ−→ emNC.

In this model, we assume that empty capsids are made of 120 C proteins following a106

T = 4 architecture, ignoring the T = 3 particles that occur in only 5% of cases [22].107

Step 7—Reverse transcription: The reverse transcription of the pgRNA starts at this108

stage. In ∼ 90% of cases, this process leads to the synthesis of rcDNA, and in the remaining109

10%, to double-stranded linear DNA (dslDNA) [25]. Therefore, we have110

pgNC
0.9s1−−−→ rcNC,

pgNC
0.1s1−−−→ dslNC,

pgNC
µR−→ 0,

rcNC
µR−→ 0,

dslNC
µR−→ 0,

where rcNC and dslNC indicate nucleocapsids containing rcDNA and dslDNA, respectively.111

These are called the mature nucleocapsids.112

Step 8—Intracellular cccDNA amplification: rcNC and dslNC can deliver their contents113

into the nucleus to amplify the cccDNA reservoir [2]. The viral surface protein L regulates114

cccDNA amplification, such that during the early stage of infection, when L protein levels115

are low, the rcDNA is recycled [2, 14]. Murray and Goyal [5] introduced this effect into their116
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model through the term e−λL, where λ−1 specifies the average level of the L protein [26].117

Thus, we have the following equations:118

rcNC
te−λL
−−−→ rcDNA, (S3)

dslNC
te−λL
−−−→ dslDNA,

where t is the export rate.119

Note: There is another step in the viral life cycle called HBV DNA integration, where120

the dslDNA can be integrated into the host cell genome, where it acts as a template for LS121

mRNA, S mRNA, and X mRNA. This integration occurs once in any∼ 105−106 infected cells122

[25]. Alternatively, dslDNA can be circularised via the non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ)123

DNA repair pathway, supported by the involvement of Ku80, into cccDNA molecules [27].124

However, as NHEJ is error-prone, many of these molecules are functionally defective [12].125

As Ku80 does not get consumed during this reaction [28], we do not model it explicitly.126

Therefore, we have the following reactions:127

dslDNA
y1−→ dslDNAint,

dslDNAint + RNA Pol
b1−→ int:Pol,

int:Pol
c2−→ LS mRNA + RNA Pol + dslDNAint,

int:Pol
c3−→ S mRNA + RNA Pol + dslDNAint,

int:Pol
c4−→ X mRNA + RNA Pol + dslDNAint,

dslDNA
y2−→ cccDNA,

dslDNA
µd−→ 0.

As the production rate of dslNC is much lower than that of rcNC (less than 10%) and128

the integration occurs once in any ∼ 105 − 106 infected cells, and since the NHEJ is error129

prone, many of cccDNAs produced from dslDNA are functionally defective, and we do not130

integrate this step into the model and only consider the rcNCs.131

Step 9a—Secretion of complete virions: When the level of the L protein is sufficiently132

high, rcNCs acquire the viral surface proteins and are secreted outside the cell via the cellular133

secretory pathway [2]. The release of infectious virions occurs via multivesicular bodies134

(MVBs) using the ESCRT (endosomal sorting complex required for transport) machinery135

[29, 30]. HBV virions bud into late endosomes or MVBs by utilising ESCRT/Vps4B (vacuolar136

protein sorting 4B) functions and exit the cell by the exosome pathway [31].137

The estimated number of surface protein subunits (monomers) in viral particles is 210–138

270 subunits. Therefore, it has been suggested that there is a 1:1 stoichiometry between the139

core and the surface subunits [32, 33]. As surface proteins also occur as dimers [31], this140

means that we need 120 surface protein dimers to complete a virion. As the ratio of L, M,141

and S proteins has not been measured in infectious virions yet or in filaments, which we will142

discuss later, the ratio of L, M, and S is 1:1:4 [34], and we assume that an infectious virion143

contains L, M, and S proteins with the same ratio (1:1:4). Since rcNCs recycle their contents144

at rate e−λL, which is between zero and one, they are released at rate 1 − e−λL [5]. As a145

complete virion collects the surface proteins during budding, we consider it as one reaction146

in the model. Hence, we have:147

rcNC + 80S + 20M + 20L
t(1−e−λL)−−−−−−→ complete virion.

Step 9b—Secretion of RNA-containing particles: It has been discovered recently that148

infected cells also secrete, albeit at a low level, RNA-containing particles [14, 35]. The level149

of these particles in a patient is around 0.1%–1% of the HBV DNA level in the absence150

of antiviral treatment [36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. Akin to secretion of complete virions, it can be151

modelled as follows:152

pgNC + 80S + 20M + 20L
t1(1−e−λL)−−−−−−→ RNA-containing particle. (S4)

Step 9c—Secretion of empty virions: Like complete virions, we assume that the ratio of153

L, M, and S proteins in these particles is 1:1:4. These are typically found at 100-fold higher154
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levels than infectious virions [14]. Akin to secretion of complete virions, this can be modelled155

as follows:156

emNC + 80S + 20M + 20L
t(1−e−λL)−−−−−−→ empty virion. (S5)

In addition to complete, RNA-containing, and empty virions, infected cells produce non-157

infectious viral particles that contain no nucleocapsid (viral genome) and contain only the158

outer envelope layer of the virion (surface protein) [2]. These so-called subviral particles159

(SVPs) include the classical octahedra spheres containing 48 S proteins, with a diameter of160

about 20 nm, as well as filaments with the same diameter, but with variable length [32, 16].161

SVPs are typically found at 1000–100,000-fold higher levels than infectious virions [41, 14].162

Step 9d: Secretion of filaments: Tubular filaments are a form of SVP that are also called163

L-rich subvirals [31]. These particles are estimated to contain L, M, and S proteins in a ratio164

of 1:1:4 [34]. Experimental groups have suggested that these empty filaments are formed via165

conventional tubular budding at the membrane of the same compartments for the release166

of infectious virions [42, 30]. Since the secretion of filaments and infectious virions happens167

through the same compartment, our assumption about the ratio of L, M, and S proteins168

for infectious virions (1:1:4) is reasonable. We assume that filaments, like infectious virions,169

contain 120 surface proteins on average. Therefore, we have:170

80S + 20M + 20L
t3(1−e−λL)−−−−−−→ filament, (S6)

where t3 is the secretion rate of filamentous SVP.171

Step9e—Secretion of spheres: Spherical particles are the other form of SVP. These par-172

ticles are octahedral, i.e., they are made of 48 S protein dimers. Spherical SVPs have a173

different secretion pathway from that of infectious virions [31]. To create these particles,174

S proteins that are attached to the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) initially175

self-assemble in a filamentous form with a diameter of 20 nm in the perinuclear space, which176

forms part of the ER. Then, these filaments of about 0.2–0.3 µm in diameter are transported177

via ER-derived vesicles to the rough ER–Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC) where178

they are unpacked, relaxed, and converted into spheres, and then exit the cell [43, 31, 16].179

Since S proteins contributing to these filaments are inaccessible to NCs and spherical180

SVPs are released in much higher numbers than infectious virions, in order to simplify our181

model, we assume that as soon as 48 S proteins are assembled, they are released as a spherical182

particle, rather than creating larger filaments that are then divided into several particles.183

Although this assumption is a simplification, it does not affect the overall outcome of the184

model, as filaments keep budding spheres at a fast rate, which can be modelled by choosing185

the right value for the budding rate.186

It has been reported that a small proportion of L protein results in the production and187

secretion of spherical SVPs, while a larger amount of L protein results in the formation and188

secretion of filaments and infectious virions [44, 26, 42]. Hence, we consider the following189

reactions:190

S + S
κe−λL
−−−→ 2S,

jS + S
κ−→ (j+1)S, j = 2, . . . , 47, (S7)

48S
t2−→ sphere,

where the impact of L protein is added to the initiation reaction, κ is the binding rate of S191

proteins, and t2 is the secretion rate of spherical SVPs.192

S2 Effects of Drug Treatments193

In this section, we focus on the current and future treatment options for chronic hepatitis194

B. Figure S14 shows all the treatment options and the process that they attack. Below, we195

discuss details for each drug and introduce our mathematical models for their impacts.196

Interferon-α: Interferon (IFN)-based therapy includes stand-alone IFN-α or pegylated197

interferon-α (Peg-IFN-α) [45]. IFN-α produces its antiviral effect via the activation of nat-198

ural killer (NK)/NKT cells, which can be studied in an intercellular model [45], via direct199
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suppression of RNA and protein production in infected cells and degradation of cccDNA via200

the activation of APOBEC3A in infected cells [46, 47, 48]. IFN-α results in cccDNA-bound201

histone hypoacetylation as well as active recruitment to the cccDNA of transcriptional core-202

pressors. IFN-α treatment also reduces binding of transcription factors to active cccDNA [9].203

Thus, in the model, we consider that IFN-α binding silences the cccDNA and IFN-αincreases204

the degradation rate of cccDNA. Hence, the additional reactions have the form:205

IFN + cccDNA
Ibind−�=====�−
Iunbind

ccc:IFN,

cccDNA
µ(1+ψIFN)−−−−−−→ 0,

where IFN is the amount of IFN-α, ψ is the efficacy of this drug in degrading of the cccDNA,206

and Ibind and Iunbind are the binding and unbinding rates of IFN-α, respectively. However, this207

treatment, which can lead to complete viral suppression in approximately 25% of patients,208

is associated with significant side effects [49, 50].209

Geldanamycin: Geldanamycin (GA) is known to bind Hsp90 and to disrupt Hsp90-p23210

complexes [51, 52, 53]. The binding of GA to P happens through Hsp90 and inhibits the211

formation of RNP [17]. As we are assuming that Hsp90 and p23 are not rate limiting, we212

can ignore them in the model. We model the GA binding to P to create the P:GA complex,213

which cannot bind to the pgRNA. Therefore, we have the following reactions:214

P + GA
kbind−�=====�−
kunbind

P:GA,

where kbind and kunbind indicate the binding and unbinding rates of GA, respectively.215

Nucleos(t)ide analogues: Nucleos(t)ide analogues (NAs), such as lamivudine, adefovir,216

entecavir, tenofovir, telbivudine, famciclovir, and clevudine [45], incorporate into growing217

DNA strands and inhibit the synthesis of mature from immature nucleocapsids [12, 35]. In218

order to model the effects of these drugs, we assume that NAs can bind to the pgNC to stop219

the process of reverse transcription; hence:220

pgNC + NA
lbind−�=====�−
lunbind

pgNC:NA,

pgNC:NA + 80S + 20M + 20L
t1(1−e−λL)−−−−−−→ RNAVirion,

where lbind and lunbind are the binding and unbinding rates of this drug to pgNC, respectively.221

Although NA administration induces a strong viral suppression in the majority of pa-222

tients, NAs usually have to be taken lifelong to prevent relapse [50, 49]. Despite viral223

suppression, a functional cure is achieved in only 10% of treated patients after a five-year224

follow up [50, 49].225

PS-targeting drug: The packaging-signal-targeting drug occupies PSs and does not let226

C proteins bind to the PSs. Thus, these drugs disrupt the formation of the nucleocapsid227

and are considered as capsid inhibitors [35]. Peter G. Stockley’s lab at the University of228

Leeds, in collaboration with the National Institutes of Health (NIH) USA and Imperial229

College London, has discovered some compounds that can bind to the PSs to disrupt virus230

assembly. A list of these compounds, whose impact on the inhibition of HBV has been231

tested in vivo, together with their binding affinities for all three PSs, is presented in Table232

S2 (Nikesh Patel, University of Leeds, private communication). The following diagram shows233

all possible reactions.234
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Figure S2: All the possible reactions of the RNP complex (R) with C proteins and PS-
targeting drugs.

Here, the indices correspond to the packaging signal sites that are occupied by the drug235

(d) or capsid protein (C). For example, RC1C2d3 indicates C binding to PSs at sites 1 and 2,236

and a drug bound to PS site 3. Red, blue, and green arrows indicate the binding/unbinding237

of the drug to/from the PS1, PS2, and PS3, respectively.238

Core protein targeting drugs: Molecules targeting the core protein are named capsid as-239

sembly modulators (CAMs) or core protein allosteric modulators (CpAMs). These molecules240

bind to C protein and alter the kinetics and pathway of C protein assembly [54, 55]. This241

either leads to the formation of morphologically intact empty capsids (class I mechanism of242

action (MoA) compounds) or aberrant capsids devoid of pgRNA (class II MoA compounds)243

[56]. These drugs can inhibit formation of cccDNA due to an accelerated breakdown of cap-244

sids in the cytoplasm [57, 58]. It has been shown that elongation of positive-stranded DNA245

induces structural changes in the nucleocapsid, which cause mature nucleocapsid to bind246

CAMs and trigger capsid disassembly [54]. Moreover, CAMs efficiently inhibit replication of247

HBV mutants resistant to NAs [36, 59] and are active against multiple HBV genotypes [56].248

To date, several CAMs are in preclinical evaluations or have entered clinical trials. Lahlali249

et al. [58] studied the impact of novel CAMs JNJ-827 and JNJ-890. They observed that250

JNJ-827 and JNJ-890 are class I and II, respectively. JNJ-827 and JNJ-890 are potent251

inhibitors of HBV replication with respective half-maximal effective concentrations of 4.7252

and 66 nM, respectively.253

Since this drug (CAM) can bind to core proteins and alter their assembly pathway, we254

add the following reactions regarding binding and unbinding of CAMs to core proteins:255

C + CAM
Cbind−�======�−
Cunbind

C:CAM,

where Cbind and Cunbind are the binding and unbinding rates of this drug to C protein,256

respectively.257

The C:CAM complexes can bind together to form capsids. If the drug is class I, they258

form morphologically intact capsids. Therefore, 120 of them bind together, at a faster rate259

than C–C interactions (κ), to form empty capsids, and we assume that these capsids are260

secreted like the empty virions modelled above. Hence, we have:261
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C:CAM + jC:CAM
κnc−−→ (j+1)C:CAM, j = 1, . . . , (nuc− 1),

C:CAM + jC:CAM
κ1−→ (j+1)C:CAM, j = nuc, . . . , 118,

119C:CAM + C:CAM
κ1−→ emNC:CAM,

emNC:CAM + 80S + 20M + 20L
t(1−e−λL)−−−−−−→ emptyVirion,

where nuc is the number of core proteins that are needed for composing the nucleating262

structure [23, 60], knc is the forward rate for the nucleation reactions, and κ1 is the forward263

rate for the elongation reactions.264

As suggested in [54], CAMs can bind to rcNCs and trigger their disassembly followed by265

degradation of the rcDNA. We also assume that capsid proteins are partially assembled and266

therefore not available for buildup of new capsids; hence, we only include a reaction that267

results in CAM becoming available after dissociation, as follows:268

rcNC + CAM
Cbind−�======�−
Cunbind

rcNC:CAM,

rcNC:CAM
kdis−−→ CAM,

where kdis indicates the disassembly rate.269

If the drug is class II, its binding to C causes the formation of aberrant capsids. In this270

case, for simplicity, we assume that aberrant capsids contain 120 C:CAM on average, and271

we model them in the same way, but we assume that they are degraded rather than released,272

as the effect on the overall infection dynamics is equivalent in both cases.273

Note that we focus the model on a more efficient version of CAMs, i.e., JNJ-827, which274

is class I and has a smaller half-maximal effective concentration.275

Novel therapeutic strategies: Biologists have proposed some new potentially curative276

therapies for chronic hepatitis B that are either evaluated in preclinical models or are in the277

first phases of clinical development [12, 35]. Below, we discuss details for each drug and278

introduce our mathematical models for their impacts.279

Entry inhibitors: These drugs reduce the infection rate of target cells [35]. The impact280

of these drugs has to be studied in an intercellular model, which we will consider as a later281

stage.282

Anti-host DNA repair factors: These drugs inhibit the conversion of rcDNA into cccDNA283

[12] by attacking the DNA repair factors. In our model, we assume that these factors are not284

rate limiting. Therefore, we ignore them in the model, and consider drugs (DDs) binding to285

rcDNA to create the rc:DD complex, thus preventing conversion into cccDNA:286

rcDNA + DD
mbind−�======�−
munbind

rc:DD,

where mbind and munbind are the binding and unbinding rates of this drug, respectively.287

Targeting cccDNA and HBx protein: It has been suggested that research directed towards288

elimination of cccDNA or permanently silencing cccDNA transcription should be prioritised289

[35]. For example, as X protein is necessary to counteract the silencing of cccDNA, it could290

be a target for direct-acting antivirals [12]. Therefore, these drugs increase and decrease291

the silencing and de-silencing rates of cccDNA, respectively. Studying how the intracellular292

dynamics of HBV change with the parameters s, λoff , and λon reveals the impact of this293

treatment. Our numerical simulations show that increasing λoff and decreasing λon are not294

effective treatment options. Therefore, targeting the HBx protein is not effective.295

Parameter b (binding rate of RNA Pol II and cccDNA) does not have any impact on296

the number of complete and empty virions (Supplementary Figure S5). However, decreasing297

this parameter decreases the number of SVPs. This figure suggests that, for b > 0.5, the298

model always shows the same dynamic. In addition, Supplementary Fig. S3 shows that the299

number of RNA Pol II does not have any impacts on the dynamics of the model. However,300

these parameters can play an important role on the dynamics of the model when we add301

a treatment that attacks the cccDNA. This shows that measuring the amount of RNA Pol302

II in the nucleus and its binding rate to the cccDNA can help us in developing an effective303

treatment that attacks the cccDNA. These drugs have been argued as a possible future304
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treatment [35], and our model indicates that the efficacy of these drugs depends on the305

amount of RNA Pol II and its binding rate.306

Using RNA interference: Post-transcriptional control of cccDNA or integrated HBV307

DNA expression can be achieved using RNA interference [35], which is incorporated into308

an RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) that directs degradation of mRNAs. Therefore,309

this treatment increases the degradation rate of mRNAs, and its effect can be modelled as310

follows:311

pgRNA + siRNA
Rbind−�======�−
Runbind

pg:siRNA,

pg:siRNA
kcleave−−−−→ siRNA,

where siRNA is the number of small interfering RNAs, Rbind is the binding rate of the312

interfering RNA to the pgRNA, and kcleave is the cleaving rate, which leads to the degradation313

of pgRNA.314

Inhibitors of viral and SVP release: These drugs target the viral and SVP egress, i.e.,315

these drugs reduce the rates t, t1, t2, and t3. Let us assume that η be the efficacy of these316

drugs, which is a number between 0 and 1. Then, one can represent the effect of this317

treatment by modifying the release rates to (1−η)t, (1−η)t1, (1−η)t2, and (1−η)t3. These318

drugs can show a promising effect if η is high enough (η ≥ 0.98).319

S3 Parameter Estimation320

Parameter estimation of the model: cccDNA is estimated to have a 50-day half-life, so µ =321

ln(2)/50 day−1 [61]. Since the median rate of transcription elongation by RNA polymerase322

II is around 1.5 kb/min [62], we calculated the production rates (c1, c2, ..., c5) of all mRNAs323

based on their lengths to two decimal places [63, 16, 64]. These parameters are calculated324

based on the median value, and we checked that changes in mRNA production rate do not325

affect our results qualitatively. The translation rate by the ribosome is around five amino326

acids per second [65, 66], and we used the same approach to estimate the translation rates327

(e1, e2, ..., e7). The half-life of X protein is approximately two hours [67]. However, Kim et328

al. [68] have shown that expressing HBc (C protein) reduces the half-life of X protein almost329

by half ([68], Figure 2). Based on this observation, we estimated the half-life of X protein as330

one hour; thus, δx = ln(2) hour−1. The half-life of polymerase is also one hour [69], and we331

assume that the half-lives of the other proteins are the same. Cook et al. have presented a332

stochastic model of gene expression [70], where the average time required for gene activation333

is one-fourth of the product lifetime, and the activation and deactivation rates are equal.334

We have used the same assumption. As the half-lives of proteins are considered to be one335

hour, λoff = λon = 2.77 hour−1. Decay rates of mRNAs are calculated using their reported336

half-lives [71, 72, 73]. Since the maturation rate of pgNC to rcNC within an infected cell337

should be similar to the removal rate of rcNC (decay rate of rcNC µR and budding rate t)338

[74, 75], the reverse transcription rate (s1) is equal to µR + t and µR = t = ln(2)/24 hour−1
339

[76, 5, 77].340

The level of complete virions found in the blood of infected patients is up to 109−1010/ml341

in 8 to 10 weeks [14, 78]. The number of hepatocytes is taken to be 13.6 × 106 cells per342

mL [41]. As the average fraction of infected cells at the peak of infection is 97%, we can343

say that roughly every infected cell produces around 100–200 complete virions. Ciupe et344

al. [78] presented an intercellular model for HBV infection where we can observe a 10–20345

day delay in the creation of productively infected cells, i.e., the phase in which they can346

produce complete virion particles. They also showed that the dynamic of free viruses starts347

with a 5–10 day delay after infection [78]. We also know that SVPs and empty virions348

are typically found at 1000–100,000-fold and 100-fold higher levels than complete virions,349

respectively, and RNA-containing particles are 100–1000-fold lower than complete virions.350

Based on these facts, the other parameters are chosen in a way to see these dynamics (Table351

S1), which has been shown in Figure 2c–f. For example, we assume that the budding rate of352

RNA-containing particles is 1000 times smaller than that of complete virions (t1 = t/1000).353

Although the yield of empty virions is 100-fold higher than that of complete virions (note that354

their assembly is faster because they do not need to encapsidate a viral genome), we assume355

that they have the same budding rate as complete virions. As SVP yield is approximately356
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100-fold higher than that of empty virions, and since, similarly to empty virions, they do357

not need to encapsidate a genome, we assume that their budding rate is 100 times higher358

than that of empty virions (t2 = 100t). Note that these are our approximations, which are359

consistent with in vivo observations [14].360

As shown in Figure S3, choosing the initial number of free ribosomes equal to 10,000361

provides a more realistic intracellular dynamic, and this value is a reasonable choice based362

on the intracellular hepatitis C virus model presented by Aunins et al. [79]. Moreover, one363

can observe that the number RNA Pol II does not have an impact on the dynamic of the364

model (Figure S3).365

Parameter estimation of drugs: It has been demonstrated that various type I IFNs (IFN-366

α and IFN-β) bind to IFNAR2 with dissociation constant (Kd =
Iunbind
Ibind

) values mostly in367

the range 0.1–1000 nM and bind to IFNAR1 with a dissociation constant mostly in the368

range of 0.05–10 µM [80, 81]. In this model, we have used the smallest possible value,369

which is 0.1 nM. The efficacy of this drug in degrading of the cccDNA (ψ) has not been370

measured; therefore, in this model, we are assuming that ψ = 0.2. Geldanamycin is an371

Hsp90 inhibitor with Kd =
kunbind
kbind

= 1.2 µM [82]. Tenofovir, which is a newly developed372

NA, shows a greater HBV DNA suppression compared with the other NAs [83, 84]. The373

affinity of tenofovir is scored as the total ligand–receptor interaction energy (in Kcal/mol)374

and is equal to ∆G = −11.54 Kcal/mol. The following equation relates the free energy of375

binding (∆G) to Kd:376

Kd = eβ∆G,

where β =
1

kBT
, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature in Kelvin [85].377

Therefore, for tenofovir, Kd = 7.4 nM. JNJ-827 is a newly developed CAM with half-maximal378

effective concentration of 4.7 nM. In this model, we consider the dissociation constant of this379

drug to also be equal to 4.7 nM.380

It has been observed that increasing the binding rates of a drug does not have a significant381

effect on the outcome of the treatment, perhaps because this will also increase the unbinding382

rate, as the unbinding over binding rate is constant (dissociation constant). Thus, we assume383

that the binding rate of IFN is equal to b (binding rate of RNA Pol II for pgRNA), and the384

binding rate of NA to polymerase is equal to g (binding rate of polymerase and pgRNA).385

The binding rate of siRNA molecules to the pgRNA is assumed to be equal to d (binding386

rate of ribosome to pgRNA) with Kd = 0.1 nM, and the cleaving rate kcleave = 10 hour−1
387

[86]. We also consider the PS-targeting drugs and CAMs to have the same binding rate as C388

protein to PSs and kdis = 10× ln(2)/24 = 0.29, which means that the half-life of rcNC:CAM389

is 2.4 hours (Figure S8b). In addition, we assume that the binding rate of C:CAMs is f390

times faster than the binding rate of C proteins for the production of an empty virion, i.e.,391

κnc = fκn and κ1 = fκ. We assume that f = 10. However, changing 10 to a smaller or392

bigger value does not have a significant effect on the outcome of CAMs (Figure S8a). For393

the inhibitor of HBsAg release, we assume that its efficacy is equal to 95%.394
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S4 Tables and Figures395

Table S1: Table of parameter values.

Parameter Description Parameter value Source

µ Removal rate of cccDNA and rcDNA ln(2)/1200 hour−1 [61](in vitro), [5](Modelling, p.93)
λoff Silencing rate of cccDNA 2.77 hour−1 [70](Modelling), cf. lines 332-336
λon De-silencing rate of cccDNA 2.77 hour−1 [70](Modelling), cf. lines 332-336
s Impact of HBx on silencing and de-

silencing of cccDNA
1/150 molecule−1 Sens, Fig. S5

b Binding rate of RNA Pol II for mRNAs 2 molecule−1 hour−1 Sens, Fig. S5
nLd Rate modifying for RNA Pol II binding 15 Sens, Fig. S4
c1 Production rate of pgRNA 25.71 hour−1 [62, 2], cf. lines 322-326
c2 Production rate of LS mRNA 37.5 hour−1 [62, 2], cf. lines 322-326
c3 Production rate of S mRNA 42.86 hour−1 [62, 2], cf. lines 322-326
c4 Production rate of X mRNA 128.57 hour−1 [62, 2], cf. lines 322-326
c5 Production rate of PreC mRNA 25.71 hour−1 [62, 2], cf. lines 322-326
d Binding rate of ribosome to pgRNA 40 molecule−1 hour−1 Sens, Fig. 2
nLm Rate modifying for ribosome binding 25 Sens, Fig. S9
nc Rate modifying for ribosome binding 50 Sens, Fig. S9
ns Rate modifying for ribosome binding 20 Sens, Fig. S9
e1 Elongation rate of pg:Rib1 22.5 hour−1 [65], cf. lines 326-328
e2 Elongation rate of pg:Rib2 49.18 hour−1 [65], cf. lines 326-328
e3 Elongation rate of LS:Rib 22.5 hour−1 [65], cf. lines 326-328
e4 Elongation rate of S:Rib1 32.03 hour−1 [65], cf. lines 326-328
e5 Elongation rate of S:Rib2 39.82 hour−1 [65], cf. lines 326-328
e6 Elongation rate of X:Rib 116.88 hour−1 [65], cf. lines 326-328
e7 Elongation rate of PreC:Rib 84.91 hour−1 [65], cf. lines 326-328
dm Degradation rate of pgRNA ln(2)/5 hour−1 [71](in vivo, Huh-7, Fig. 4)
dl Degradation rate of LS mRNA ln(2)/3 hour−1 [72](in vivo, HepG2, Fig. 7A∗)
ds Degradation rate of S mRNA ln(2)/3 hour−1 [72](in vivo, HepG2, Fig. 7A∗)
dx Degradation rate of X mRNA ln(2) hour−1 [73](in vivo, HepG2, Fig. 8)
dp Degradation rate of PreC mRNA ln(2)/5 hour−1 [72](in vivo, HepG2, Fig. 4)
δp Degradation rate of polymerase ln(2) hour−1 [69](in vivo, HepG2, Fig. 2B)
δc Degradation rate of C protein ln(2) hour−1 Assumed=δp, δx
δl Degradation rate of L protein ln(2) hour−1 Assumed=δp, δx
δm Degradation rate of M protein ln(2) hour−1 Assumed=δp, δx
δs Degradation rate of S protein ln(2) hour−1 Assumed=δp, δx
δx Degradation rate of X protein ln(2) hour−1 [68, 67], cf. lines 328-331
δpc Degradation rate of PreC protein ln(2) hour−1 Assumed=δp, δx
g Binding rate of P and pgRNA 5 molecule−1 hour−1 Sens, Fig. S5
KdPS dissociation constant of C binding to

PSs
4 nM [87, 22](in vitro)

κnPS Binding rate of C to PSs 24 molecule−1 hour−1 Sens, Fig. S9
κ Forward rate for elongation reactions 60, 000 molecule−1 hour−1 Assumed=κ1

s1 mature nucleocapsid production rate ln(2)/12 hour−1 [74, 75, 5](Modelling), cf. lines 337-340
t Virion budding rate 0.029 hour−1 [76](in vivo∗∗), [5](Modelling)
t1 RNA-containing particle budding rate 0.000029 hour−1 [14], cf. lines 352-360
t2 Spherical SVPs budding rate 2.9 hour−1 [14], cf. lines 352-360
t3 Filamentous SVPs budding rate 8.7 hour−1 Sens, Fig. S9
κ1 Binding rate of S proteins 60, 000 hour−1 Sens∗∗∗

λ The impact of the L protein on particles
release rate

3× 10−4 molecule−1 Sens, Fig. S4

µR Removal rate of capsids ln(2)/24 hour−1 [77](in vitro, cell line AML12, Fig. 4C)
κn Forward rate for nucleation reactions 600 molecule−1 hour−1 Sens, Fig. S9
nuc Number of core proteins composing the

nucleating structure
3 [24](in vitro and Modelling)

RNA Pol Number of RNA Pol II 150 molecules Sens, Fig. S3
Rib Number of ribosomes 10,000 molecules Sens, Fig. S3

Sens: Sensitivity analysis was performed.
∗ These values are approximated based on Figure 7A in [72].
∗∗ Measured in an animal system.
∗∗∗ Sensitivity analysis was performed, and this value was chosen to get SVPs at a 10,000-fold higher level than complete virions.

Table S2: Table of dissociation constants of PS-targeting compounds

Compound No Kd for PS1 Kd for PS2 Kd for PS3

15 32.2355875806 6.770135567 1.152453487
20 11.9307880554 66012.7052868772 2286.7843145983
21 0.5510732927 30379.610743961 3934.1801166796
24 15.8322201448 14364.0590410873 44.6878235885
26 66.1920556277 2764.7217021614 52.0446956707
28 883.7449892914 57.5417086996 677.7661477891

All the rates are in nM and are measured in vitro.
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Figure S3: The number of ribosomes (rib) plays an important role in the dynamics of the
model, while the amount of RNA Pol II (pol) in the nucleus does not have any impact. This
figure shows the number of cccDNAs and total released particles per cell with parameter
values from Table S1. (a) Number of cccDNAs. (b–d) Total complete virions, spherical
SVPs, and empty virions released, respectively.
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Figure S4: If the parameter λ has a biologically relevant value, i.e., the number of cccDNAs
does not increase rapidly (λ > 2 × 10−4), this parameter does not have any impact on
released particles except spheres, while nLd shows an opposite effect. This figure shows total
released particles per cell with parameter values from Table S1. (a) Total released complete
virions. (b–d) Total spherical SVPs, empty virions, and RNA-containing particles released,
respectively.
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Figure S5: The binding rate of RNA Pol II to cccDNA (Step 3; Figure S13) does not have
any impacts on the dynamics of the model, while the binding rate of P to the pgRNA (Step
5; Figure S13) plays an important role. This figure shows the dynamic of the model with
parameter values from Table S1. (a) The time that the first complete virion is released after
infection. (b,d) Total complete virions and spherical SVPs released, respectively. (c) The
ratio of total empty virions released over complete virions. The parameter s (impact of HBx
on silencing and de-silencing of cccDNA) indicates the same behaviour as b, i.e., it does not
have any impacts on the dynamics of the model.
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Figure S6: The probability of prevention of cccDNA formation with anti-host DNA repair
factors as a function of the parameter a and the binding affinity (Kd) of this drug, with
parameter values from Table S1 and α = 1 hour−1.

Figure S7: The number of complete virions released with RNA interference treatment and
parameter values from Table S1 as a function of the binding affinity (Kd) and the cleaving
rate (kcleave) of this drug. The concentration of the drug is 50 molecules.
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Figure S8: The number of complete virions released with CAM treatment and parameter
values from Table S1. In (a), kdis = 0.29 and concentration of CAM is 20 molecules. In (b),
f = 10 and Cbind = 24.

Figure S9: The number of complete virions released with parameter values from Table S1.
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Figure S10: The average of cumulative populations of proteins inside the cell over 100
simulations. Shaded areas around curves indicate the 95% CI.
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Figure S11: The dynamics of incomplete particles released with different treatment options
after cccDNA formation, with treatment starting with the initial condition cccDNA = 1. A
free concentration of 20 molecules for drugs is considered, except for NA, which is equal to
100; for IFN+NA, we consider IFN = 10 and NA = 50 (half concentration for each drug),
and similarly, for CAM+C15, we consider CAM = 10 and C15 = 10. Black shows the
absence of treatment (Control) for comparison. (a) and (b) show the dynamics of spherical
and filamentous SVPs, respectively. (c) and (d) indicate the dynamics of empty virions and
RNA-containing particles, respectively.
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Figure S12: The number of complete virions released with starting treatment at different
times post-infection and parameter values from Table S1. The grey dashed line shows the
start of treatment and the shaded area around each curve indicates the 95% CI.
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Figure S13: The HBV life cycle. Step 0: Viral entry is mediated by the sodium-taurocholate
co-transporting polypeptide (NTCP) receptor, which allows the nucleocapsid (rcNC) con-
taining relaxed circular DNA (rcDNA) to be released into the cell via endocytosis. This step
is not included explicitly in the model. Step 1: After attachment of the rcNC to the nucleus,
it delivers the rcDNA. The host DNA repair factors convert the rcDNA into covalently closed
circular DNA (cccDNA). Step 2: X protein, which gets produced by the cccDNA over the
course of infection, promotes the de-silencing of the cccDNA and blocks its silencing. Step
3: The cccDNA is used as a template by RNA Polymerase II (RNA Pol II) to synthesise
viral RNAs, including the pgRNA; LS, S, PreC, and X mRNAs. The pgRNA encodes both
the core (C) and polymerase (P) proteins; X mRNA the X protein; LS mRNA the L sur-
face protein; S mRNA the M and S surface proteins; and PreC mRNA the precore (PreC)
protein. Step 4: Translation of these mRNAs by ribosomes (Rib) leading to synthesis of
viral proteins. Step 5: The pgRNA and P form a 1:1 ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex,
which is assembly competent. Step 6a: Encapsidation of the RNP complex by C proteins to
form a nucleocapsid containing pgRNA:P (pgNC), also termed the immature nucleocapsid.
Step 6b: Assembly of C proteins into an empty nucleocapsid (emNC). Step 7: The reverse
transcription of pgRNA by P within the pgNC, resulting in the conversion of pgNC into
a rcDNA containing nucleocapsid (rcNC), which is also termed the mature nucleocapsid.
Step 8: Recycling of the rcDNA from mature nucleocapsids to form more cccDNAs. Step
9a: Envelopment of mature nucleocapsids within a membrane layer containing the surface
proteins L, M, and S, leading to the secretion of a complete virion. Step 9b: Envelopment
of an immature nucleocapsid resulting in secretion of an RNA-containing particle. Step 9c:
Envelopment of an empty nucleocapsid and secretion of an empty virion. Step 9d: L, M, and
S proteins form empty filaments and filamentous subviral particles (SVP), via conventional
tubular budding, into late endosomes and exit the cell. Step 9e: S proteins assemble into
octahedral spheres (spherical SVPs) and exit the cell.
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Figure S14: Current and potential future drugs for the treatment of HBV. The different
types of drugs are labelled next to the viral life cycle steps they target. CAMs both inhibit
nucleocapsid assembly and promote disassembly of mature nucleocapsids, either following
entry or prior to release, and are therefore indicated at multiple steps of the viral life cycle.
Interferon (IFN)-based therapy blocks the transcription step. siRNAs, which reduce mRNA
levels, are indicated by the bar-headed line. Geldanamycin (GA) prevents the formation of
the RNP complex. Nucleot(s)ide analogues (NAs) inhibit the progression of immature into
mature nucleocapsids. PS-targeting drugs bind to the PSs of HBV and inhibit nucleocapsid
assembly. Inhibitors of HBsAg release target viral and SVP egress.
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